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ITINERARY AND REFLECTIONS

We arrived in Israel 9 June about 900 PM, and were greeted by a

taxi strike. By hook, crook and a local bus, we made our way to St.

Andrew's hospice in Jerusalem (right on the local bus route.) The accomoda-

tions are hospitable and restful, if more expensive than can be maintained

longterm. ($21 per night.) It is a very good place to come in to after a

long flight, however. 11 June we spent the day with Wes Avram at Tantur

Ecumenical Center, where we made contact with Kathy Berg of the Mennonite

Central Committee and attended lecture and discussion groups. Tantur

was very helpful in orienting us to people and possibilities early in the

trip, and was easily accessible by bus from St. Andrew's. 12 June, we

toured the Jewish settlements on the West Bank with Kathy Berg. This

tour was one of the singlemost striking facets of the entire trip . I learned

more about Israeli-Palestinian relations in this afternoon than I could

have learned in a term class. Ms. Berg was very well informed, and

taught us how to 'see' what was actually happening around us: a Palestinian

home is surrounded to within 10 feet by barbed wire. (Meaning: this was a

Palestinian farmer whose lands and livelihood have all been taken by the

Israeli government, probably without recompense. The family is now left

with that 10 foot parameter to 'farm* in order to support themselves.) A

pile of rubble is on the side of the road. (Meaning: this was a Palestinian

home which has been bulldozed for alleged "terrorist activities" which

do not have to be proven by the Israeli government. Chances are that the

bulldozers arrived, the whole family was given 12 hours or less to evacuate,

with no other home to go to, and with no chance for legal action. Once

the home is bulldozed, the family may not rebuild on that site. This

technique is used to intimidate anyone from subversive activity, since the



entire family will suffer retribution.) A Palestinian farm is dry and

primitive, while an Israeli farm farther up is lush, green, and

technologically advanced. (Meanings it is not that Palestinians are bad

farmers, but that they are allowed to dig no wells for irrigation or

personal use. Any river which passes by a Palestinian farm is usually

diverted farther up to an Israeli farm, which leaves a bare trickle for the

farms below. As a result, in the midst of this desert, the Palestinians

must rely almost exclusively on rainfall for all their irrigation needs.

Rain is collected in large collection 'bowls', and is carefully hand-

carried out to the fig, almond trees, and squash plants which are the basic

Palestinian crops.) The basic technique of seeing the implications of what

was around us was very useful; all other resources we used later (MECC

Gaza, Bir^eit University, etc) were influenced by this early MCC tour.

13 June, we toured the Old City in Jerusalem and were struck (as we

(A

had been from the beginng of our adventure) by the violent tension around

u.s : 17 Year old Jewish boys in running shorts with submachine guns;

Christian priests of various Orthodox and Catholic persuasions ignoring

each other in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre; t-shirts reminding us to

remember the Armenian holocaust, the Palestinian holocaust, the Jewish holo-

caust. There are militant cries for peace in the marketplace of the Arab

quarter, on sale, whereas the Jewish quarter seems almost deserted in

places. Above the Wailing Wall are armed guards who may frisk you as you

walk the ramp up to the Temple Mount, where the Islamic Dome of the Rock

stands on the foundations of Solomon's Temple. The main memory is a sort

of tension and fear that seems to pervade every aspect of life, even the

light and happy moments.
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Comparing Jerusalem to Cairo leads one to wonder why God didn't choose

the Arabs to be His "chosen people." 14 June, we took the 10-hour bus

trip across the desert from a land of tension and technological accuracy

(the Jews have been called 'the Swiss of the Middle East'!) to a land

where 'ma'aiesh' (don't worry about it) and 'bokth., bokra’ (tomorrow,

wait till tomorrow) are the relaxed key words. Things don't necessarily

work well in Egypt, but the people don't seem too worried. Our first full

day in Cairo (15 June), we were 'taken for a ride' by one of the local

perfume merchants, where we learned by painful experience that Arab

hospitality is not always motive-free! On the other hand, getting up at

4:45 AM the next morning to meet George Bassally for our first Coptre

Orthodox services showed us the other face of Arab hospitality. George's

constant selfgiving were inspirational: at every free moment in his hectic

schedule, he was with us, helping us, befriending us, being with us as we

sought to gain our balance in this new land.

I was impressed by this first orthodox service we attended. A good

amount of Scripture was read (portions from the Catholic and Pauline

epistles, Acts, and the Gospels. The Old Testament was only mentioned in

passing.) We were given 'agape bread', as was everyone, that no one may

be physically hungry leaving the Bread of Life. The people were involved and

participating throughout the long service - no one snoring in the back pews!

Church life in Egypt seems so wholesome. The evening of 16 June, we

went to the opening of summer camp in the St. Mark's Cathedral compound

in Cairo. Whole families were there, participating in games, singing and

enjoying each other. The children did not get shuffled off to "their own

activities" in order to let the adults be free. Rather, I was singularly
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impressed by how whole families played together: the children were actually

enjoying playing with their elders, and visa versa! All the proceedings

were under the venerable eye of Bishop Musa, the beloved Bishop of youth

affairs in Egypt. Just as families are whole and well-integrated in this

community, the clergy is also well-integrated and very accessible. One

got the impression that Bishop Musa would jump up and run a three-legged

race himself! The people seem to love their clergy dkarly, and the whole

congregation reminds one of one large, happy Egyptian family, benevolently

dictated by the clerical father, Pope Shenguda III (the 117th Coptic

patriarch of the orthodox line, ostensibly since St. Mark.) If there is

any one vision I should like to bring back to my congregation it is this

joyous, familial unity of the Coptic Church, in which everyone seems to

so thoroughly enjoy and cherish everyone else, despite age, vocation,

or nationality! and was embraced and made to feel more than welcome. I

felt like a long-lost cousin joyously received back into the family celebra-

tion. )

Now, the opposite problem of all this church unity was expressed by

some other friends we met in Egypt, a young man and his 2 cousins, young

women in their early 20's. Michel, Rosa and Hala are well-educated young

Copts, who feel that there is no place for them in Egypt. They are rebelling

against the church for being too authoritarian (and authoritarian it is )

7

they want the freedom to question traditional beliefs, and there is no

place in Egyptian culture for such expression. To be a Copt means to be a

Christian (usually an Orthodox Christian under the authority of the

patriarch), in opposition to the larger Muslim Arab culture around them.

Religion embraces the whole of Coptic life, as a means of cultural identifi-

cation, political unity, and social facilitating (ie: church is were young
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men and women meet and marry, where vacations are spent, etc) To deny

one's religion is to cut oneself off from most other aspects of communal

life and support as well. The Church, in its all-inclusiveness, is repressive

for those young people who want to experience God 'their own way'.

Alienation and frustration is fairly common among a large number of Coptic

youth of university age and education.

The other side of the coin is found in 2 young men, Ra'afat and Nadr

Qadry, who are flourishing in the Coptic Orthodox Church. Some 15 years

ago, the Orthodox instituted a nation-wide Sunday School program to

combat the problem of conversion into the Evangelical (Protestant) Churches

by the Orthodox. Now, Orthodox boys and girls know their Scriptures (and

history) as well as the Evangelical children; Ra'a^t and Nadr are products

of this fine, scriptural education. In their young adulthood, they are

actively seeking to train adults in Scripture they have been trained as

children, using instead InterVarsity inductive Bible study techniques which

came to Egypt about 5 years ago. Ra'afat and Nadr work tirelessly, training

Bible study leaders and leading Bible studies, trying to bring the Bible

alive for their people. The technique used goes against the Orthodox grain,

for the people meet in small groups without a priest to interpret

Scripture for them. They discuss various passages and discover how the

Bible relates to them personally, and how God speaks and demands

obedience of them personally. Excitement runs high in these Bible studies,

as people break down dependencies on clerical interpretation alone. In

addition to Nadr and Ra'afat's work are praise and study groups, without

clergy, among various vocations (ie: the dentist's fellowship, the engineer's

fellowship). I felt right at home in these fellowships (except I don't

speak Arabic yet!

)
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19 June was spent with Dr. Maurice Assad and Rev. Habib Hakim of

the Middle East Council of Churches, Eijypt. These are 2 very knowl edjable

men, who are very generous with their time and discernment. Rev. Hakim

is retiring from the MECC this year, but would be very valuable to look up

next year, if possible. He spent his youth as a rural pastor/evangelist

in Egypt, and has seen just about every facet of the Evangelical Church

and the MECC, and has many wonderful stories and insights to share. Dr.

Assad is a scholarly Orthodox man, who deals with MECC Christian Education

in Egypt. He, too, is very helpful and kind; I have various papers he has

written concerning Mission, Christian Education, and Faith and Culture.

23 June, we went to services at the large Evangelical church next

to our home. (The Garden City Guest House - 23, Sharia Kamal el Dine Salah,

just off Tehrir Square - a great place to stay, though at $10/night

including breakfast and dinner, it was more expensive than other places we

could have stayed.) Although the pastor Rev. Abd Nasr, was gone, we had a

very fruitful discussion with his wife, who described their past and

present ministry. The Abd Nasrs would be a very good Evangelical contact for

next year's group, if you can catch them. Rev. Abd Nasr has a radio ministry

which broadcasts out of Cyprus. The fruits of this broadcasting result in

about 200 letters daily from Egypt alone, necessitating the work of 6 full-

time secretaries just to answer letters. Mrs. Abd Nasr told us of the active

Muslim evangelism in their congregation, and the trials which Muslim

converts (and their pastors and supporting communities) must endure.

Having met a team of US college students working in Muslim friendship

evangelism during the summer, I asked Mrs. Abd Nasr how the Evangelical

Church views such short term evangelistic work, which could have serious

political repercussions for the indigenous Church. She said she had no
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objections to such work, as long as the students were strong enough not

to be converted to Islam. She believed their actions put the Church in no

more danger than it should be, anyway (a very interesting statement, considering

the underlying fear by many Copts of a Muslim Brotherhood overthrow.) As

a sidelight, Pastor Abd Nasr has been thrown in jail on various occasions

for trying to convert Muslims, but doesn't see why jail should stop him.

Their daughter and her husband work fulltime in Campus Crusade in Egypt.

26 June, we packed up and were on the bus to Agamy by 6:30 AM for the

Youth Leadership Training Program. Although the lectures were very

interesting, the thing to be gained from this conference was how far the

Coptic Church had come in its ecumenical efforts between Roman Catholic,

Orthodox and Evangelical members. 20 years ago, the parents of these youths

vrould have known nothing but negative things about each other. Now, the

ohilcusn of all 3 denominations can get together with a common vision

and study, worship and play together for a whole week. The lecturers are

carefully balanced between the 3 denominations, and a spirit of community-

building is very prevalent. The week was utterly riotous: sleep is always

the exception, never the rule. Translators always volunteered for us, and

we made friends and acquaintances this way. A good contact we met while

in Agamy was Mr. Ramas Ajallah, a former IV worker in Canada, now doing

similar work in Egypt. He had very valuable insight into what sort of

foreign missionary would be effective and valuable in Egypt, and what

Egyptians did to ruin their foreign missionaries (ie: send us experienced,

retired pastors and teachers - we don't need any greenhorns still

struggling with the language; Egyptians in their hospitality will allow a

young pastor to preach himself to death, while he thinks he is doing great
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missionary w.ork, the Egyptians are l) being lazy, looking at him run

around in circles 2) not doing a job which could be better done by their

own staff 3) are not training people because they don't have to.) Mr

Atallah spoke frankly, but from great experience of North American and

Egyptian cultures. Monir Faragalla might be another valuable contact. He

is the head of Campus Crusade in Egypt; we met him briefly at Agamy.

The next major event after Agamy was our jaunt to the Bard*ou*

Monastery in Wadi El Natroun, between Cairo and Alexandria. Here, we were

very hospitably treated by Father Gabriel, an Orthodox monk who tried his

best to convert us. We brought a letter of introduction from Bishop Musa

(another very important contact to make), which helped give us some context

in the Abbot's mind,. Father Gabriel spent many hours with us over the 3 days

we were there (bring Raid and Cutters: the mosquitoes are horrendous and

vicious and bloodthirsty! ) It was a wonderful opportunity both to learn and

to share; they are very open to people of many persuasions. We also,

providentially, got to visit Deir Bishoi and Deir Syrianus, as well as the

"SheA-on of the Desert," Deir Makarios.

10 July saw us in the 'papal palace' of Pope Shenouda III, listening

to him answer such questions from his flock as, "my fiance dumped me before

I could dump him. What now?" We were amazed that the people would ask

such 'petty' problems of the Pope, and that he answered, considering the

question not to be petty at all, but the proper area of his concern. He

truly is available to his people, and is accordingly truly loved. 'Protestant'

and 'heretic' were still used interchangably in his lecture, but people

were nothing but hospitable to us, (who were obviously neither Coptic nor

Orthodox )

.
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18 July, we moved from the Garden City Guest House to the Fowler House,

our home for the next 2 weeks. Fowler House was attached to the orphanage

and youth center we were renovating (also, an excuse for ecumenical work

among Orthodox, Evangelical and Catholic Youth, as well as foreign students.)

Here, we stripped paint, painted, "built furniture, gardened, and ate beans.

And more beans. We made friends during this 2-week period of working and

playing with each other; many of the people were acquaintances from Agamy,

so it felt like an old-timer's reunion! This time at the Fowler House was

one of the most productive for indepth discussions with Egyptian students;

the time spent working sidfc-by-side was very valuable, and provided a stable

cultural base for a while. It was good to work physically and see the results

of one's labors, with the Egyptians.

29 July, back to Israel, where we tramped around Haifa on our way to

visit Father Elias Chacour in Ibellin. Father Chacour, the author of

Blood Brothers, showed us around the school and was a refreshing example of

political fervor combined with evangelical fervor and common sense. I

would highly recommend next year's group to contact Father Chacour, and to

have thoroughly read Blood Brothers before and after doing so.

A good foil to Father Chacour is Alex Arfad of Bethlehem Bible College.

3 August, we travelled to this small, evangelical Bible college and spoke

with Mr. Asiad for a couple of hours concerning the evangelical and

ecumenical thrust of B.B.C., as well as discussing Muslim evangelism through

friendship evangelism. It was not common in either Israel nor Egypt to

speak of Muslim evangelism, and it was refreshing to see people actively, if

quietly, going forth into this field despite legal actions against it in

both countries. We spoke of the oddity and difficulty of being a Palestinian

Evangelical Christiania fact which alienates and aligns one from and with most
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every group in Israel. This is a most fruitful area for ecumenical

discussion, empathy and support on our part.

5 Aug saw us in Gaza with the MECC, Palestine. Whereas the MECC in

Egypt were actually involved in Church growth and Christian education as

well as social service, in Gaza the MECC is involved only in social service.

Costas Dabbaugh is the MECC Gaza contact, and had very good information on

both the history of the MECC projects, including the Zeitun Center Well

Baby Clinic

.

5 Aug, we gave time to a Jewish response to the Palestinian/Christian

'problem'. Daniel Rossing, the Minister of Religious Affairs, Christian

Division, was most capable of presenting the official Israeli viewpoint on

what 'the problem' is. Mr. Rossing gave a sympathetic, yet firmly pro-

Israeli, view of the problem of being a 'minority' within a minority state.

Mary Tieboat has a paper by Mr. Rossing which delineates the tension nicely;

this would be very good reading for next year's team.

6 Aug, we spoke to YaacoV Penini of the American Jewish Committee,

another eye-opening experience. It is remarkable how closely the American

public pulse is kept in Israel - actually, it was a bit unnerving! Later

this day, we spoke with Na'em Ateek, a Palestinian Anglican priest whom

I deeply respect. His childhood background is similar to Father Chacour’s

(see B1 oqp Broth p-tr.)
f
although he seems to be a much gentler soul. He is

excited about the renewal movement in the Anglican Church, and about his

Arab Anglican congregation's renewal, (esp. by means of pastoral visits

and a deeply caring attitude by the pastor towards his congregation.) This

fellow is amazing for his refreshing humility and competence - another good

contact for next year.
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7 Aug was our last official Jewish contact. Rabbi Jeremy Milgrom is a

conservative rabbi oithey on the fringe ea? on the cutting edge: he is on

the fringe of society, yet he's on the cutting edge of Peace Now, the

reconciliatory Jewish party. He was very interesting to speak with because

of his devotion to a truly Biblical Judaism and a just Israeli government.

He believes in Zionism without a Jewish state, that is, a place where Jews

can flourish, but also a place which excludes no one because of race or

religion. Doris Salah, a Roman Catholic Palestinian with the YWCA, has a

similar view, although her frustration is much greater than Jeremy's (since

she is a member of the oppressed). Both Jeremy and Doris were very well-

spoken, and capable of giving past historical background as well as current

information.

8 Aug. saw us again with the MECC, this time in a tour of West Bank

villages with Elias Khoury. Here, we got to see Palestinian farms and

self-help village projects up close, and meet some of the people involved.

I was constantly struck by the gentleness of the Palestinian people. Once

again, as I alluded on the first page, the best education is seeing for

oneself, speaking with the people, making friends and acquaintances in

their own cultural milieu. This went for Birzeit University as well, which

we visited after seeing the West Bank farms and villages. At Birzeit, we

met students, such as ourselvs, who seemed no different from us. But as

they spoke of the difficulties of being a Palestinian university student

(frequent closure of the university by the government, inability to get

books, student harassment by military guards, etc), it became apparent that

these people were to be admired and congratulated for sticking to their

education. Albert Aghazarian, head of Public Relations at Birzeit University,
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was a very good (if flamboyantly biased) contact, and was more than generous

with his time.

Our final, official 'tour' was 9 Aug, a day trip from Tiberius to the

Syria/Lebonon/lsrael-Palestine border. The recent evidences of war were a

poignant reminder of the tenuousness of the lives of those around us - a

very good end to a long trip.

Theological Reflections

I think one of the ways I have grown from this experience is in my

appreciation of the differences pressures put on my Christian brothers and

sisters in the Middle East. One of the things I' find myself reminding people

back here is that if a person is an indigenous Christian in Israel-

Palestine, they are going to be Palestinian. When we read of Palestinian

'terrorism' or the deaths of Palestinians, we are talking, perhaps, about

a Christian brother or sister. How should this affect how we read the news-

papers, or how we vote? Should it affect these things'! What is my relation

to a fellow Christian when my government helps support their persecution?

What does it mean to support the indigenous church in Israel-Palestine?

This raises a similar concern: there is a plethora of Christian

churches and organizations which can barely tolerate each other in Israel -

Palestine. What does it mean to be an effective witness in the Holy Land?

Despite the many Christians there, there is no widespread Muslim or Jewish

evangelsim, little effective communication among the churches and Christian

organizations, and certainly little common expression of love and commitment

between themselves. It seems the body of Christ is no where so broken as in

the Holy Land. What is the problem here, and what would.it take for

Christians to start talking and working with each other?
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What is it to be a missionary in Israel-Palestine They certainly don't

need anyone else to hang up their shingle! I believe the most effective

missionary work I saw was done by Alex AWad and the Bethlehem Bible College.

They had no great delusions about themselves: they were on a small, steep

backroad of Bethlehem; there were no neon lights or proclamations of

powerful programs. Instead, they were passively ecumenical, welcoming any

Christian denomination and respecting its difference. Orthodox, catholic,

and evangelical alike could train at this school, as long as their commitment

was to Jesus. They were of Reformed background and did not apologize for

it, but never insisted on its primacy either. There was a kind of humble,

quiet dignity about the place. It sought in a small way to heal the wounds

of the Body, while still reaching out in evangelism. Again, the method was

quiet, almost passive. A professor's home is opened for hospitality and

friendship to Muslim students, and an atmosphere of kindness and non-threatening

support is provided. If the Muslim student wants to know more of Christ, they

are told. If it takes years for a student's interest to be pricked,

thats all right. They are still made to feel welcomed and loved. In this

land of tension and fear, the non-judgemental
,
non- pushy, quiet methods of

Bethlehem Bible College seem singularly appropriate.

What about Egypt? When we speak of Egypt, again, we think primarily

of Muslim* and Arab attachments. But what we also need to remember are the

10-15 million Copts, our brothers and sisters in Christ. Do we remember their

daily trials of job and education discrimination in our prayers? Do we

remember their fears of backlash by the Muslim brotherhood? Do we support

their renewal and pray for the stirrings in their hearts to go and Share Christ

with the Muslims? I hope so.
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I was also struck by my remembrance of CHOI - how we were taught about

'monopha^sites
'
(an African plague which was never heard of again in

Williston Walker after the 5th century AD), and were never taught that 'they*

_ S'*'’*'
are our orthodox brothers and sisters in Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, /land India.

I am struck how, as a Western seminarian, I know virtually nothing of the

heroic struggles and martyrdom of the Eastern churches. Fi^ikly, that irks me;

I only know about part of Christ's body, and the other half of His beauty

and glory I know virtually nothing about. And I know more than most Western

Christians now! How appalling! One of the most painful questions asked

me during my stay in Egypt was asked by an older boy on the way back from

the Agamy ecumenical conference. He asked, "Do people in America pray for

us in our persecution?" I had to answer, "Brother, we don't even know you

exist, much less do we pray for you." It was a very humiliating and

painful thing to have to admit. I hope there's a time when that won't be true.

As I mentioned earlier, one of the most important theological lessons

I learned from the Orthodox church was joyous solidarity. The utter

enjoyment of the Body of Christ was a pleasure to watch and take part in.

And their careful inclusion of all visitors in their life was an important

lesson for me in the Biblical injunction of hospitality. If, as an

evangelically-minded Christian, one could reach out to all people in this

way, carefully caring for and including them in one's worship, celebration,

and daily life, would not the Church manifest the utter attractiveness of

the Gospel in a far more effective manner?

Suggestions For Next Year :

We spoke to very few Muslims, and our Orthodox (and Evangelical)

friends were wont to speak of Muslim-Christian dialogue. Perhaps some more

footwork could be done on this end to find people actively working in
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Muslim-Christian dialogue in Egypt (and Israel-Palestine) , rather than

putting our Egyptian friends on the spot.

There were only two really weak areas in our Egyptian trip. The first,

as mentioned above, was the dearth of Muslim contact (which, I feel, should

not be arranged through the Orthodox Church but through some ecumenical body

doing the work - possibly the MECC?). The second weak area was rural contact.

Our contact, Amira Kakias, was singularly difficult to contact, and all cr,J ^

plans for a rural village visit finally fell through. I think it would be

good to try to arrange trips to rural projects both through the Orthodox

Church (Bishop Aihanasitts), through the Evangelicals (Amira Kaldas) , and

possibly through the Roman Catholics - especially since we have no contact

with Roman Catholics in Egypt.

Suggested Resources

5 papers by Dr. Maurice Assad on the Coptic Orthodox Church and the MECC.

Betts, Robert B. Christians in the Arab East

Barrett
,
David World Christian Enclyclopedia

Chacour, Elias Blood Brothers

Atiya, A.S., History of Eastern Christianity

Wakin, Edward A Lonely Minority; the Modern Story of Egypt's Copts (very good)

Worrell, William H. A Short Account of the Copts

Mendes-Elohr
, Paul, A Land of 2 Peoples; Martin Buber on Jews and Arabs

Daniel Rossing's paper on Israel as a land of minorities and majorities.
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Islamic Resources:

Although Muslim evangelization is not generally a high priority on this trip,

the following have been useful to me:

McCurry, Don, The Gospel and Islam

Phil Parshall, (anything!) Bridges to Islam

Miller, William Me., A Christian Response to Islam

Wilson, J. Christie, The Christian Message to Islam

Arberry, William, The Qu'ran Interpreted
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CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING PROGRAM, PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

It is proposed to extend and make permanent a cross-cultural

training program in Christian mission which a team of Princeton theological

students organized in the summer of 1982 on an experimental basis. The

experience proved so successful that one Program Agency Executive has de-

scribed it as "a prescription for renewal of mission and unity within the

United Presbyterian Church."

Six students from the seminary spent part or all of two months

(June 1 - Aug. 10) in Egypt and on the West Bank in Israel. Their object was

to develope and test their sense of Christian mission in a Muslim environment,

and to learn from Coptic Catholics and Coptic Evangelicals in Egypt, and

from different Christian groups on the Palestinian West Bank.

On the campus this year after their return, their enthusiasm over

the experience has been contagious. Two teams have already been formed

for next summer, one for Egypt and the West Bank as before, and another to

Colombia, South America. If conditions permit, a third may go to Lebanon.

The seminary has permitted the student employment of one person to superintend

planning and arrangements, and the Church History Department (under which

the seminary's academic program in missions and ecumenics operates) has given

preliminary approval to the recognition of the program for summer course

credit, or for field work credit as a "Cross Cultural Training Practicum,

giving opportunity to engage in concrete experience and reflection in Christian

Mission and Ecumenics, with supervised short term mission activities of

various types and in diverse locations throughout the world."

Last summer the students paid most of their own way and made

their own contacts with the Program Agency and the Middle East Council of

Churches. But if full benefit is to be achieved the program will need

adequate funding for better planning and organization and orientation.

(See attached appraisal by Paul Hopkins of the Program Agency)
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CCTP DESCRIPTION

The Cross Cultural Training Program
enables Princeton Seminary students
to experience and learn about Chris-
tian ministry in a cross cultural
(i.e. non-North American) context.
Through short term summer mission
opportunities, friendship and
service, we desire to experience
God's love with the peoples of the

world and our fellow Christians
in the indigenous national churches.

Seminarians may, by arrangement,
receive course or field education
credit for participation.

CCTP OBJECTIVES

1. To offer service and labor to

the churches in the Middle East.

2. To learn about Judaism, Islam
and the challenges faced by

the Christian church in these

cultures

.

3. To learn more of the socio-
political climate that exists
between Egypt, Israel and

Lebanon.

4. To stimulate interest in mission
at Princeton Seminary and serve as

a resource to American churches.

Dear Friend:

This summer we (Steve, Judv, and Bob)

1

will be working and living in Egypt,

ILebanon and Israel for eight weeks. In

this endeavor we are sponsored by The

Middle East Council of Churches, Princeton

Theological Seminary and in contact with

the Program Agency of the United Presby-

terian Church, The United Methodist Church,

The United Nations and Princeton University

Health Service.

Each member of the team is required to

raise $2,000 in financial support and find

5 individuals who will commit themselves to

praying daily for the team and its

ministry

.

We prayerfully request your support both

financially and spiritually for our

pro j ect

.

In Christ,

-5 ToO'i ^ Ay

PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
CN821
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

I (we) would like to support:

Student Name

Daily Prayer

Financial Support $

Amount

Supporters

:

Name

Address

We would like to contact

your group for a program

at our church.

Please send me a Tax

Deductible receipt for this

donation.

Make check payable to:

Princeton Theological Seminary/

CCTP

Thank You

Steve, Judy, Bob



STEVE HAY

JUDY DEAN

BOB PUFF
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PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
CN821

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540
<609) 921-6300, Ext. 203

CHARLES C. WEST. Ph D
Dean end Professor
of Christian Ethics

MEMORANDUM

OFFICE OF
THE ACADEMIC OEAN

TO

EROM

DATE

SUBJECT

Drs. Gillespie, Massa, J. Armstrong, Moffett

Charles C. West

October 27, 1983

Overseas Study for Seminary Students

This is an effort to explore the possibilities of overseas internship and
overseas study for our M.Div. students. The premise is that such overseas
experience would be of enormous benefit to the future ministry of those
few who are sufficiently mature and open to profit from it. It would also
strengthen ecumenical relations and mission consciousness in our own church
and overseas.

We have at the moment four ingredients to work wittr:

1. We already have, at the instigation of students themselves, an overseas
summer program, which can be worked into a course for credit in the Seminary
curriculum. Students raise their own money for this, from home churches or
elsewhere. They work with Dr. Moffett (a) in making overseas contacts and
arranging their program, (b) in doing supervised reading in preparation for
their trip, and (c) in reporting on the trip and the issues it raises after-
wards. The first group went to the Middle East, spending a month in Lebanon
and a month in Israel in ecumenical work camps

,
plus interviews with church

and secular leaders.

It seems to me that a summer program like this might be done for field edu-
cation instead of course credit if there were an overseas supervisor whom
the Field Education Department could certify.

2. The United Church of Christ offers three fellowships for theological
study in the Third World each year, including round trip travel, medical
insurance, orientation, and partial support. They have chosen seminaries
where a student could get along in English or in Spanish. I attach a list

of them. In the Third World, this is almost all of them. One might add
United Theological Seminary in Kingston, Jamaica, Ch’ung Chi College in

Hong Kong, and Limuru Theological College in Kenya, but that would be it.

This program is only for UCC students. It requires completion of two years
of M.Div* study plus local church and seminary recommendations. None of the

schools here listed could offer one of our students a full third year of

theological study, even if that were advisable. Such an experience, should
one of our students win this fellowship, would have to be (a) an internship
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under the Field Education program, which would mean finding a supervisor
who would report back to us, or (b) simply a year off. We might explore,
on an ad hoc basis, whether certain courses from these schools might be
transferred back for credit against a senior year here. If this were
possible for up to half of them, that might shorten that year to a semester.

The value of such a fellowship as this would be the experience in the culture
overseas as aeen through one of its academic institutions

.

3. The United Presbyterian Church has no such fellowship program. It does,
however, have what they call International Subsistence Service. John Lintner
administers it. Part of this is especially designed for seminary students
who will go overseas for a minimum of one year of service and learning.
Support includes travel, insurance, etc. plus salary on the appropriate sub-
sistence level for an expatriate in the country concerned. Not much money is
available for this. We would have to be very selective. Furthermore, non-
white Americans have priority. I gather that arrangements with an overseas
institution would have to be specially made. One of our Seminary students
and his wife have already inquired about this program. They want to go to
Bangalore.

4. Margaret Thomas of the Council of Theological Seminaries, with whom I

spoke about this question, suggested that we go about this matter for a few
selected students the other way round. First, let us find the right student
and make the contacts overseas along with a program. Then let us see what
agencies up at 475 might be able to help some with the financing, along with
other funds that might be raised from congregations, presbyteries, or else-
where .

In the light of all this, I propose the following.

1. That we put in the Catalogue some general statement such as:

Students interested in a period of overseas study and service during

their M.Div. program are invited to consult with the Professor of

Mission and Ecumenic s.

Perhaps we should revise this to make clear we are talking about Third World,

would be

2. Dr. Moffett/ the coordinator , though not necessarily initiator in every

case, of such proposals as students work out, and facilitator in contacts with

overseas and with the board in New York. He would also be the evaluator,

encouraging some and discouraging others, in consultation with those who know

the progress of their studies.

3. We normally discourage students from going overseas before having had two

years of education here. Some exceptions for good reason might be made.

4. Overseas study and service where approved could be linked with the

Seminary curriculum in one of the following ways:
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a) Field Education credit

b) One course credit for work done under Dr. Moffett’s supervision or,
as approved by him, under another professor

c) Possible transfer of credit for certain courses taken in seminaries
overseas after review by Dr. Moffett and the Registrar.

5. The requirement that the senior year be spent in full residence at the

Seminary might be modified to the extent of credits allowed for overseas
study.

Let's discuss and modify this as your wisdom requires.

C.C.W

CCW:e,



POSSIBLE PLACES OF STUDY

Tamil Nadu Theological Seminary
Madurai, India

United Theological College
Bangalore, India

Union Theological Seminary
Dasmarinas, The Philippines

Divinity School, Silliman University
Dumaguete, The Philippines

Trinity Theological College
Singapore

Pacific Theological College
Fiji

United Theological College
Harare, Zimbabwe

Federal Theological Seminary
Edendale, Natal, Republic of South Africa

Seminario Biblico Lat inoamericano
San Jose, Costa Rica

Near East School of Theology
Beirut, Lebanon

Evangelical Superior Institute for

Theological Studies
Buenos Aires, Argentina

APPLY BY JANUARY 1

Overseas Personnel Office

United Church Board for World Ministries

475 Riverside Drive

New York, New York 10115

(212) 870-2711
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A DREAM

for the

CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING PROGRAM

In 1982 we were amorg six other students from Prj noeton

Theological Seminary who traveled to the Middle East

desiring to enhance our preparation for the ministry by
* *

experiencing the^Church in another culture. Because of

this experience our faith was strengthened and our vision

of the Church was greatly changed. Upon our return the

Cross-Cultural Training Program was established in an effort

to encourage students to participate in similar experiences.

We have a dream that the program could be expanded to

include many more students thalffc are now involved and

potentially could have a great influence on the Church.

Until now the program has centered on summer team

programs which have traveled to the Middle East and to

India. We think it is possible for expansion to take

place both in the types of programs offered and in the

location of the programs.

With the establishment of a Director of the Cross-

Cultural Training Program we would like to see other
YAiuk-

formatds available for Cross-Cultural experience. The
f\

, ,

summer team approach is an excellent f-o-rma-t and will

probably continue to be the most popular program. By

going with others, students need not face the trememdous
like % -teT

culture shock and personal difficulty alone. Gnei-ng^in the

summer also allows students to participate in—the program
As TU (ftTwift

without po£.t.pohi ng their seminary schedule^.
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We would, however, visualize the Director as

encouraging students to set up individual programs for

a summer, a semester or even a year. There may be

opportunities open for short tern individual service
Yr

which could not accomodate groups of people. We would

also hope that the Director would encourage students to

study in a cross-cul tural setting. It would be appropriate k*

do
iX^-tl^e--^i-rec for>---wo-u lrd

/
encourage students to take a

semester in a non-western seminary. We roa-M &e the

credit might not necessarily transferable
A

Three types of programs could be established as

part of the Ci?oss-Cultural Training Ptbgram . These are

1) Summer Teams, 2) Individual Internship and 3 ) Cross-

Cultural Study.

We would also like to see the Cross-Cultural Training
-IWL it V

' ^Program expand geographically. ^present 'Y.av 1̂ been h

involved '-in the Middle East and India. We are presently

aware of students who are interested in ge i

w

-i tJ»- o summer

team to Eastern Europe. One of the students from Ghana

has offered to establish a program for a team in Ghana.

'Wi^rh- hhe Sapid ^development! eeaf Central and South American

t^-wrW &WW .
W

n -r>n cr m ~ * - ~ ~~
program'- could viri^i<i>tf4y expan33&€> 'almost any &&&¥&&$*. We

dream of 7-8 summer teams in different locations^ and numerous

other individual Princeton Seminary students involved

cross-culturally in ministry and study.



It is our conviction that our participation in-'^-ty^

the Church as it is expressed worlcU wide is an integral

part of what it means for us to be the Church. Part

and parcel of our unity as local congregations in the

United States is our unity with brothers and sistem in

Christ all over the world. It is hard to g?asp this unity

through books alone. The inward-turning posture of

our culture is evidence of the difficulty we have in

feeling unity even with those brought into our living

rooms by the six o'clock news.

First hand experience and personal relationships

built with those who follow our Lord in other cultures

can radically close the chasm between us. We have felt
v raacVvLj ^ gjiW

the power of this experiental^^Asxng^SjE the ^ gaps .

,

Wfr ffsedJsThe impact upon our Church in the United

Stages could be enormousj ^f larger numbers of future

pascj/^trs were given the opportunity to have their horizens

broadened and their vision sparked through personal

experience of the work God is about in other lands,

cultures and peoples, A

In order to make this dream become a reality the

Cross-Cultural Training Program needs significant backing

from the seminary. The program needs funds to hire a

Director of the program, to establish a scholarship

fund to aid students with the financial burden of

participation, and to meet operating expenses.



y

following pages we will try to outline more specifically

the needs for this program.



DIRECTOR

of the

CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING PROGRAM

Position Description

The Director of the Cross-Cultural Training Program
would work to establish opportunities for both individuals
and teams of students to be involved cross- culturally in
ministry and education.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Resourcing

At present catalogues and opportunity lists for
cross-cultural experiences are located in several offices
around the seminary campus. The Director should compile
these opportunity lists and organize them so that they
are accessable to students. The director also procures
catalogues and lists of opportunities from a wide variety
of academic sources, denominational offices, mission
agencies and ecumenical organizations. On a regular
basis the Director publicizes the opportunities available
for cross-cultural training and educational programs.

Recruitment

The Director should establish means for making the
Cross-Cultural Training Program visible to the student
body. The Director makes contact with students and actively
encourages them to participate in a Cross-Cultural Training
Program. The Director prepares and distributes Cross-
Cultural Training Program information and applications.

receives completed applications, interviews applicants
and selects students for participation in various programs.

Program Eacilitat

The Director develops and maintains international
contacts in order to establish programs for individual
students and student teams with indigenous churches and
church agencies. The Director also utilizes seminary
faculty arid United States Church related agencies and
personnel in establishing cross-cultural programs.

The Director should establish a file of past and
potential donors for financial support. V/ith the aid
of the Development office the Director should seek support
for scholarship and grant money to assist students



participating in the Cross-Cultural Training Program.
The Director also guides „ personal fundraising of students.

The Director in every way seeks to prepare , students
for their cross-cultural experience. The Director
secures a faculty advisor for individual students and
student teams to help with preparation. With the faculty
advisor s/he recommends a bibliography to the student(s),
guides the student(s) in selecting courses that wfill
enrich the student(s)' program and recommends visits to
mission boards and appropriate personnel.

When a team is established the Director assists in
group building. The Director meets regularly with the
group for planning, preparation and developing group
communication and organization.

The Director assist^' students with the logistics of
their program including travel arrangements, aauiring
passports/visa, and obtaining innoculation . The Director
also may advise students on matters of health, clothing
and any other pertinent information.

Upon returning to the seminary the Director should
meet with students for a debriefing time. The Director
also helps the student in arranging for academic credit
and encourages the student to be involved in interpretation

Fa cilitation o f Interpretat i<

Because interpretation is such a valuable part of
the Cross-Cultural Training Program the Director should
also be involved in this aspect of the program. The
Director should seek out churches that would appreciate
student interpretation and arrange for students to visit
with them. The Director should also arrange for a yearly
campus interpretation of recent programs. The Director
may need to be involved in guiding students in their
first interpretation programs.

Tra’

Because the Director is responsible for developing
and maintaining international contacts it will be necessary
for the Director to travel to countries in which the
Cross-Cultural Training Program is active or hopes to
become active. This will also enable the Director to
gather valuable information about the current activity
of the Church in its cultural /historical

,

setting in order
to better prepare students. This travelkii ould take place
preferably in January and July. /

Advancement

Because this isMiew nrogram with several avenues for
expansion, the Director will have the freedom to initiate
contacts for programs in new areas of the world. The



Director may also wish to initiate new types of programs
or redesign the present program with the approval of the
President and the Faculty.

ela tiouship g

The Director works closely with fa/Lcuity advisors
for individual students and student teams. Most importanti
the Director works v/ith students both befoie and after
their cross-cultural program.



QUALIFICATIONS

for the

DIRECTOR OF CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING PROGRAM

Education : M+Div, or comparable degree

Experience : It is preferable that the Director have
some experience in another culture and/or
a serious concern for cross-cultural
ministry and education.

Skills.

:

l) Administrative ability

2) Ability to work well with people (especiall
international people and students)

Personal Qualifications :

1) An /Articulate Christian .Faith

2) An ^Attitude of hospitality and adapability

3>) A Denominational Affiliation



STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP RESOURCES

In the past participation in fund raising by students

going on summer trips has been a valuable part of the

Cross-Cultural Training Program. It is one avenue

through which interpretation of experiences is insured.

Participation in fundraising has been a source of group

unity and a means by which students have consolidated their

thinking about the purpose of the program.

Yet fundhaising has also, at times, proven to be a

difficult hurdle. It has been a disadvantage when

contacting host countries and seeking to make plans when

financial backing for the program is uncertain. Some

students have been unable to raise sufficient funding.

We would like to see ajfund developed to help students

attain the necessary financial backing for their program.

This would also be of invaluable help in expediting the

purchase of airplane tickets as cash flow is especially low

when fund raising begins. Our preliminary goal for this

fund would be 1/2 of the cost per person for students with

financial need.

Fund/raising would still be an integral part of the

program, yet, the program would not be completely

dependent on each years fundraising. If enough money wars u

raised by the people going on a particular program the

money could be either returned to the fund for the following

year or used for the Cross-Cultural Training Program at the

discretion of the Director.



Explanation of the

Projected Budget

Because we do not know what the salary structure is at

Princeton Seminary we have not attempted to fill in the costs

involved in securing a full time coordinator. We have included

it in our projections because of it/ls obvious importance and

so that those more knowledgeable will be able to use the

projected budget as a work sheet.

For 1985-86 we anticipate two student coordinators will

for one or both will be available through college work study

and the Field Education office. Application for such funding

has been made. The costs listed are the funds needed to fill

the positions if college work study funding is unavailable.

Student scholarship funds are computed in this budget

at the rate of one half the per person cost of a program.

element of the budget to facilitate the effectiveness and

expansion of the program. The cost is computed at two over-

seas trips a year. This amount will vary as travel costs

fluctuate. The operating budget will increase as the CCTP

grows. We forsee publicity costs, long distance telephone/

Tel£x costs, minor statejjside travel, and office expenses

as significant parts of this operating budget.

The figures in the projected budget reflect an estimated

be necessary to
_— —

—

run the program. We hope that funding

The travel budget for the coordinator is an

addition of one new trip the year following the year it is



assumed the director has had a full year to get his or her

"feet on the ground". The projected budget ends in 1989.

We envision further expansion at the rate of one or two trips

a year as the Cross Cultural Training Program gains momentum.

It is also anticipated that the director will begin to

develop and promote other types of programs such as individual

internships and study programs to be undertaken in cross

cultural settings

.



BUDGET PROJECTIONS

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89

Two Trips Three Trips Three Trips Four Trips

Funding for student coordinators $3600 $3600

Student scholarship funds $7000 $10,000 $10,000 $14,000

Package for full time coordinator

Operating Budget

NA -

$200

Search
in

process

Coordinator
assuming
duties

$1200 $1350 $1500

$300 -

$250 -

$325 -

$325 -

Publicity-
Long Distance
State Side Travel]
Office Expenses

Travel -for Co-or<J *a^4d»t

Total Estimated Costs

A/A

$10,800

HOOO03

$18,800 +

insoo
$15,850 +

$sooo
$20,500 +
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Reading List
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Arberry, A.J. Religion In The Middle East . Cambridge: University
Press, 1969.

Atiya, Aziz S. History of Eastern Christianity . Notre Dame, Indiana:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1968.

Bethmann, Eric W. Bridge To Islam . Nashville, Tennessee: Southern
Publishing Association, 1950.

Craig, Kenneth. Call of the Minaret . New York: Oxford University Press, 1956.

Craig, Kenneth. Sandals at the Mosque . New York: Oxford University
Press, 1959. (Craig invites his readers to remove their sandals
and learn about Islam)

.

Craig, Kenneth. The House of Islam . Encino, California Dickenson
Publishing Company, Inc., 1975. (Craig discusses marriage and family
life of Muslims)

.

Esposito, John L. Islam and Development . Syracuse, New York: Syracuse
University Press, 1980. (Chapter 4 on veiling in Egypt is

quite interesting)

.

Fitch, Florence M. Allah: The God of Islam . New York: Lothrop, Lee
and Shepard, 1950. (A basic description of the Muslim faith in
pictures)

.

Lincoln, Eric C. The Black Muslims in America . Boston: Beacon Press,

1961. (A vivid description of the Black Muslim faith in the U.S.A.).

Mernissi, Fatima. Beyond The Veil . New York: Schenkman Publishing
Company, 1975. (Mernissi, an Islamic apologist, argues that
women in Islam should reject Western styles of living and adhere
to the teachings of the Koran)

.

Parshall, Phil. Bridges to Islam ; A Christi an Perspective on Folk
Islam. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1983.

Fi/jjktfiA
;
VUi.

Sterling, Claire. The Secret War of International Terrorism : The
Terror Network . New York: Reader's Digest Press, 1981.
(Contains an excellent chronology and history of the PLO)

.

The Koran.
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PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

September 30, 1986

Dr. Thomas Gillespie, President
Princeton Theological Seminary

Dear Dr. Gillespie,

This is meant as an interim report cn the Cross-Cultural Training
Program. In time, there will be much more to say and to write. I am delighted
that ve had our brief talk on the campus during the summer. As of now, I plan
to go to India just before Christmas, after classes end, and return around the
third week of January. There will be a formal request for this submitted to

you. labile there, I will spend some of the time following up our India
contacts and arranging plans for next summer. It is virtually certain we can
fiend a few students to the Mar Thoma Seminary in Kerala for up to three months
and we can also have other students do a aerainary/cultural tour such as has

been done the past two summers. In addition, during this visit I will do
research on my academic interests. As I informed you this past summer, the
December-January plan works much better than August would have.

The four students who went to India this summer are back, thinner but

very excited about the whole experience. You will be getting reports from
them. They deserve much credit but they also benefited from the careful
process that resulted in their selection and their orientation.

I am sorry about Reggie Tuck and the failure of his plans. We have been

in contact and he has no regrets. On cur part, ve have learned what I had felt

earlier: it is not possible, at this time, to send students on student visas

to South Asia. Three month tourist visas are still no problem, however.

As for the broader picture, it 3eems very clear that students who go

abroad as part of the EC39 course need to be selected and supervised by the

Missions, Ecumenics, History of Religions Program (under the History
Department). As Convener of that program, I am in contact with its members and

with the Department of History.

Students who go abroad, under the Seminary but not in connection with

EC39, pose mere of a problem. I look to you to decide how Joseph Prakasim,

Dean Massa, and the MEHR Committee can better work together on this. I would

hope that Joe, through correspondence and with the help of people like Dr.

Moffett, could arrange small programs in Korea, Latin America, and South Africa

for the coming summer. Seminaries are natural contact points. The MEKR

program is willing to consider admitting any of those students, who so desire,

into the EC39 program as long as they fulfill the rules.

The final problem is, of course, money. Unless things have changed we

start off with Reggie's six thousand dollars, so we are ahead already. I am

willing to do anything you wish to relate to individuals, such as Mr. George

Piercy, fox help. The students who went abroad are willing to offer reports,

etc., also.

Charles A. Ryerson ill, Ph D., Associate Professor, History of Religions

Princeton Theological Seminary, CN 821, Princeton, NJ 08542 (609) 921 8300
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Ae I have often stated to you, this program has many possible pitfalls
but it also offers great opportunities for our students and for the seminary.

A small, selective program is definitely worth doing. We look to you for

continued leadership and are grateful for your concern and interest.

cc: Conrad Massa, Dean
James Laps ley, Academic Dean
Professor Karlfried Froehlich, History Department Chair
Professor Charles West
Professor Samuel Moffett^
Professor M. M. Thomas

Sincerely yours

CAR /ml

f



MISSIONS. ECUMENI C S, HISTORY OF RELIGIONS PROGRAM MEETING

MINUTES

Thursday, October 16, 1986

The Missions, Ecumenics, History of Religions Program Committee (MEHRC)
met at 3:30 p.ra., October 16, 1986. Present were Drs. Samuel Moffett, Charles
West, and Charles Ryerson (Convener).

The Committee discussed the Cross-Cultural Training Program. The
following recommendations to the Administration were agreed upon unanimously:

1. Students who participate in the program through the taking of course
EC39 should be given priority in the receiving of financial help,

2. These students should be asked to raise a part of their own expenses

3. Students who register for EC39 should be selected by the MEHR Com-
mittee with the aid and advice of Dr. Conrad Massa, Dean of the Seminary

4. At this time, students who take EC39 can only participate in the

Middle Eastern (Egypt, Israel) and South Asian programs. Faculty are
available to supervise these areas.

5. It is strongly urged that a program to South Korea be established.
Dr. Moffett has volunteered to help the Reverend Mr. Joseph Prakasim in

establishing such a program and to oversee the academic aspects of it.

This program would also come under EC39.

6. The MEHRC urges the Administration, through Mr. Prakasim, to

establish other programs, especially in South Africa and Latin America
but cannot, because of lack of faculty expertise, allow the program to

exist under EC39.

7. Students who wish to go to the Middle East or South Asia (and South

Korea) but do not want to register for EC39 should be selected and

oriented by the MEHRC.

8. Applications for the Middle East, South Asia and (possible) South

Korea programs should be completed by the beginning of second semester.

Selection should be completed by March 1st.

9. The Committee strongly supports Mr. Prakasim in his efforts to

publicize the Cross-Cultural Training Program among students, to aid the

Committee in administrative details, and to devleop international

contacts to establish new programs in other geographic areas.

(especially South Africa and Latin America.)

10. Finally, the Committee welcomes continuing student initiative in

this program and the relationship with the Cross-Cultural Missions group



The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Charles A.

Convener
Ryerson'

CAR/m If

cc: Professor C. West
Professor S. Moffett
Professor C. Ryerson
Seminary Dean C. Massa
Academic Dean J. Lapsley
President T. W. Gillespie
Professor K. Froehlich
Professor M. M. Thomas




